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Charge carrier mobility and recombination in a bulk heterojunction solar cell based on the mixture
of polyf2-methoxy-5-s3,7-dimethyloctyloxyd-phenylene vinyleneg sMDMO-PPVd and
1-s3-methoxycarbonyldpropyl-1-phenyl-s6,6d-C61 sPCBMd has been studied using the novel
technique of photoinduced charge carrier extraction in a linearly increasing voltagesPhoto-CELIVd.
In this technique, charge carriers are photogenerated by a short laser flash, and extracted under a
reverse bias voltage ramp after an adjustable delay timestdeld. The Photo-CELIV mobility at room
temperature is found to bem=2310−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, which is almost independent on charge carrier
density, but slightly dependent ontdel. Furthermore, determination of charge carrier lifetime and
demonstration of an electric field dependent mobility is presented. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1882753g

Experimental determination of the mobility of photoin-
duced charge carriers in thin films100–300 nmd organic
photodiodes, and particularly in bulk heterojunction solar
cells is not straightforward. Mobility in bulk heterojunction
solar cells has been investigated using a time-of-flightsTOFd
technique,1 or has been calculated from the transfer charac-
teristics of a field effect transistorsFETd.2 The applicability
of both of the above techniques have limitations: The TOF
technique, in which the transit time of a two-dimensional
sheet of photogenerated charge carriers drifting through a
sample of known thickness is determined, requires large
films thicknesses with high optical densityso.d..10d.3 For
bulk heterojunction solar cells, this requires at least 1mm
thick film of the photoactive blend, which is 3–10 times
thicker than what the optimum performance of such device
requires.4 The performance of bulk heterojunction solar
cells5 as well as charge carrier mobility is shown to be mor-
phology dependent, which may change by increasing the film
thickness up to several microns.6 Moreover, the number of
charge carriers in a TOF experiment is limited to,10% of
the capacitive charge.3 The maximum charge carrier concen-
tration can be calculated according toc fcm−3g
=0.1ss««0Ud / sd2edd, where« is the low-frequency dielectric
constants«,3d, «0 is the vacuum permittivity,U is the ap-
plied voltagesU,10 V, corresponding to 105 V cm−1d, d is
the film thicknesssd,1 mmd ande is the elementary charge.
Using the above values,c,131014 cm−3 is calculated,
which is orders of magnitude lower than the charge carrier
concentration in an AMsair massd 1.5 illuminated solar cell.
In the FETs, on the other hand, the motion of electric field
induced charges on the surface of an insulating dielectric is

monitored, which hardly resembles the operational condition
of a sandwich type solar cell. In addition, charge carrier mo-
bility in an FET may also strongly dependent on the
morphology,7 i.e., the morphology of the thins,20 nmd,
phase separated8 layer near the insulator, which may be al-
together different from the morphology of the bulk.

In this letter, we demonstrate a technique of photoin-
duced charge carrier extraction in a linearly increasing volt-
agesPhoto-CELIVd9 applied to determinesimultaneouslythe
charge carrier mobility and lifetime of the carriers in bulk
heterojunction solar cells with an active layer thickness of a
few hundred nanometers. The experimental setup consists of
a nanosecond lasersCoherent Infinity 40-100 Nd:YAGd, a
delay generatorsStanford Research DG 535d, a function gen-
erator sStanford Research DS 345d, and a digital storage
oscilloscope sTektronix TDS754Cd. The sandwich type
structure sFig. 1d consists of an ITO-coated trans-
parent electrode, 100 nm polys3,4-ethylenedioxythiophened-
polysstyrenesulfonated sPEDOT-PSSd layer, 260 nmsmea-
sured by a semiconductor profilerd active layer prepared by
spin coating of a 1:4 weight ratio mixture of MDMO-
PPV:PCBM solutions5 mg/ml polymer in chlorobenzened,
and Aluminum as cathodesactive area of,3 mm2, Al thick-
ness is 80 nmd. This device exhibits power conversion effi-
ciencyshd at simulated AM 1.5 illumination ofh,1.8% as
characterized in a solar simulator unit. The MDMO-PPV
polymer was synthesized by the sulphinyl precursor route10

by the group of D. Vanderzande, and PCBM was purchased
from Rijksuniversiteit GroningensJ.C. Hummelend. The de-
vice was mounted in a cryostat, and illuminated from the
ITO side by a 3 ns, 532 nm laser pulse for bulk photogenera-
tion of charge carriers.

The pulse sequence and the schematic response of the
Photo-CELIV technique are shown in Fig. 1. The response ofadElectronic mail: attila.mozer@jku.at
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a dielectric upon application of a voltage ramp is a square-
shaped current transient with the plateau value corresponding
to the capacitive displacement currentjs0d=A3««0/d,
whereA is the voltage rise speedA=dU/dt. From js0d the
RC time of the setup can be calculated, which is 2310−8 s in
the measurements presented herein. If charge carriers are ex-
tracted from the dielectric, an additional extraction current is
detected. From the time when the extraction current reaches
its maximum valuestmaxd, the mobilitysmd can be calculated
as Eq.s1d11

m =
2d2

3Atmax
2 F1 + 0.36

D j

js0dG
if D j ø js0d. s1d

Using Eq.s1d, the re-distribution of the electric field dur-
ing charge extraction is considered, which enables mobility
measurements in conductive samples with relatively high
carrier concentrations.11 When a reverse bias voltage ramp is
applied to the devicesAluminum connected to the positive
terminald, no charge extraction is detected in the dark. How-
ever, the short laser flash generates charges, which undergo
recombination, or alternatively, extracted under the built-in
field. The built-in field may be compensated by the applica-
tion of a forward bias dc offset voltagesUoffsetd. Therefore,
charge carriers can be extracted after an adjustable delay
time determining their lifetimestd, and their mobilitysmd is
determined according to Eq.s1d.12

Recorded Photo-CELIV curves at various delay times
are shown in Fig. 2sad. As the delay time increases, the maxi-
mum of the extraction current decreases andtmax slightly
shifts to longer times. The former is the effect of charge
carrier recombination, and the latter indicates decreasing mo-
bility. The applied maximum voltage was 3 V, andUoffset
=−0.75 V, which is near the built-in voltage of the device
smeasured open circuit voltage 0.8 Vd. Using the Uoffset
value of −0.8 V, charge carriers are injected in the dark, and
subsequently extracted together with the light induced charge
carriers upon application of the voltage ramp. This effect is
slightly present atUoffset=−0.75 V,fnote the small extraction
in the dark CELIV curve in Fig. 2sadg. The built-in field
could be more precisely compensated in devices without us-
ing PEDOT-PSS under layer due to the reduced injection

current at −0.75 V forward bias, however, the measured mo-
bility values are not significantly affected by this change.

In the next experiment, the incoming light intensity was
varied by using o.d. filters, and the charge carriers were ex-
tracted after 5ms fixed delay timefFig. 2sbdg. The extraction
current saturates at light intensities above 1mJ/cm2/pulse.
Such light intensity independent recombination kinetics in
the ms–ms regime at higher illumination has been reported
earlier by transient absorption measurements,13,14 and has
been attributed to thermally activatedsslowd recombination
of charge carriers exhibiting a power law decay as,t−a ,a
=0.4.15 At illumination intensities ,1 mJ/cm2/pulse, the
maximum of the extraction current is decreasing, however,
tmax remains almost constant indicating that the mobility in
these charge carrier concentrationssaround 1.6
31015 to 1.731014 cm−3d is nearly constant. Finally, volt-
age dependentsUmaxd Photo-CELIV curves has been re-
corded at fixed 15ms delay timefFig. 2scdg. The capacitive
current stepjs0d=sdU/dtd3««0/d is increasing asUmax in-
creases, and thetmax shifts to shorter times indicating the
electric field dependence of the mean carrier velocity.

The mobility is plotted versus delay time in Fig. 3sad.
The mobility decreases up to,10 ms, and remains almost
constantsm=2310−4 cm2 V−1 s−1d for further delays. The
initial decay of mobility may be related to the energy relax-
ation of the charge carriers12,16 towards the tail states of the
density of states distribution, where a dynamic equilibrium is
attained.17 Further indication is given by the voltageselectric
fieldd dependence of mobility at shorts5 msd and long
s15 msd delay timesfFig. 3sbdg. The electric field in the

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence and a schematic response of the Photo-CELIV tech-
nique. The device structure is also displayed, and consists ofs1d glasss2d
ITO+100 nm Pedot-PSSs3d MDMO-PPV:PCBM 1:4 weight ratios4d
aluminum.

FIG. 2. Measured Photo-CELIV curves atsad various delay timesstdeld
between the light pulse and the voltage pulse;sbd various incoming light
intensity at fixedtdel=5 ms; andscd variousUmax.
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CELIV experiment varies constantly, and can be averaged as
ECELIV =sA3 tmaxd /d.18,19The calculated electric field depen-
dence follows positive field dependence as expected for typi-
cal disordered semiconductor at longer delay timesstdel

=15 msd, yet shows a negative dependence at short delay
times stdel=5 msd.

The inset of Fig. 3sad shows the concentration of ex-
tracted charge carriers as a function of the delay time. The
decay does not follow a power lawst−ad as was observed in
Refs. 13 and 14. A bimolecular decay law, with the decay
ratedn/dt changing fromt−1 to the equilibrium bimolecular
decay rate oft−2 20 is indicated by these studies. The concen-
tration decay is, therefore, fitted using a time-independent
snondispersived recombination asdn/dt =−bn2, wheren is
the concentration of charge carriers andb is the bimolecular
recombination coefficient. The analytical solution is given by
nstd=ns0d / f1+st /tBdg, wherens0d is the initial st=0d con-
centration of photogenerated charge carriers andtB
=sns0dbd−1 is the bimolecular lifetime. From the fit to the
concentration decay we obtainedns0d=931015 cm−3 and
tB=1.7310−6 s, yielding a bimolecular coefficientb=6
310−11 cm3 s−1.

The different recombination law calculated from delay
time-dependent Photo-CELIV as compared to the transient
absorptionsTAd measurement of Refs. 13 and 14 might arise
from the fact that in the Photo-CELIV technique only charge
carriers with reasonable mobility are extracted, yet in the TA,
all charges including deeply trappedsimmobiled carriers are
also detected. On the other hand, the number of un-extracted
charge carriers can be calculated from the end of the pulse
extraction current, which is minimal at room temperature
indicating that charge carrier trapping on the applied time
sfrequencyd time scale is not significant.

An important question considered is the sign of the ma-
jority carriers detected in the Photo-CELIV technique. It has
been argued by Mihailetchiet al. that the charge transport in
the 1:4 weight percent MDMO-PPV: PCBM blend is domi-
nated by electrons rather than holes.21 ToF measurements1 as
well as FET studies2 showed that mixing these two materials
in 1:4 ratio results in fairly balanced charge transport. More
recently, Meltzeret al.22 have shown that the electron and
hole mobility is more balanced as it was previously assumed,
and reported very similar values for the hole mobility as
obtained by the Photo-CELIV technique presented herein.
From these Photo-CELIV measurements we cannot directly
determine which sign of charge carrier is more mobile.
Changing the time scale of the voltage pulse between 1ms
up to 1 ms, only one peak is detected. Finally, the shape of

the Photo-CELIV transients can be analyzed by a parameter
t1/2 to tmax

9 as illustrated in Fig. 1, which is 1.2 for ideal
nondispersive transients. Thet1/2 to tmax values calculated for
the transient shown in Fig. 2sad are ,1.6 at short time de-
lays, and gradually reaches the ideal nondispersive value of
1.2 at longer time delayss.10 msd further indicating that a
time-dependent energy relaxation of the charge carriers oc-
curs. A more detailed study including the temperature depen-
dence of the Photo-CELIV mobility will be published.

In summary, the technique of Photo-CELIV has been
introduced tosimultaneouslydetermine the mobility and the
lifetime of the photogenerated charge carriers in bulk hetero-
junction solar cells. It is found that the mobility is decreasing
with increasing time delays, which is related to the energy
relaxation of the charge carriers towards the deeper states of
the density of states distribution. The mobility is found to be
rather insensitive to the charge carrier concentration, and
weakly dependent on the applied electric field.

This work is supported by the European Commission
sHPRN-CT-2000-00127d, and Academy of Finlands206110
and 204884d.
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